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Abstract
This paper introduces the free space optics (FSO) and radio frequency (RF) remote communication.
The paper explains the component of FSO and compares it with the as of now sent innovation of RF
communication as far as information rate, effectiveness, limit and constraints. The information
security is additionally talked about in the paper for ID of the framework to have the capacity to use
in ordinary circumstances. These frameworks are additionally talked about in a way that they could
effectively combine to form the single framework with more prominent throughput and higher
unwavering quality.
Index Terms — Free Space Optics, Radio frequency, Wireless communication, Data security.
1. INTRODUCT ION
For remote communicate particle RF and
FSO is both utilized as a part of the handy
field. Free space optics is not the new
innovation but rather has its profound root
in the past to be utilized as a part of wars.
Every innovation is utilized by it capacity and
necessity in the specific part. It is modest
innovation as far as its establishment and
could be introduced in the ranges effectively
where no vast setup for information
communication could be introduced. RF is
restricted to the transfer speed imperative
however for the lower information rate RF is
reasonable for the long separation
communicate particle [1]. In free space
optics the information rate Changes and
could be utilized where the viewable
pathway is not an issue for the communicate
particle links. Also information security and
execution are additionally the parameter on
which frameworks are measured [2]. Free
space optics innovation depends at stake of
sight optical shaft for information
communicate particle [3, 4]. It is the really
the blend of both remote innovation and
optical innovation. The center of innovation
is undetectable light emission that gives
optical transfer speed to transmission that
incorporates the information of voice, in
format particle and video transmission.
Optical communication is extremely old

innovation utilized as a part of the past for
flag communication yet on low information
rates. Laser innovation upgraded the
utilization of free space optics and is
currently profoundly reliant on the laser
innovation. The innovation has numerous
shared characteristics with the fiber optics
innovation yet carries on contrastingly in the
field because of the strategy for
transmission for both the advancements [5,
6].
RF innovation is extremely old innovation for
communicate particle. It is the remote
innovation for information communicate
particle. It is thought to be being used for
over 100 years. In 1901 Marconi
accomplished his first effective information
transmission utilizing the RF flag from one
remote station to other. Initially the band of
RF depends on the low frequency of kilo
Hertz to 1 GHz. It can be additionally
reached out to various frequencies run for
small scale wave communicate particle. At
the underlying stage radio frequency
communicate particle was quite recently
restricted to the lower frequency band for
the information transmission and was
utilized with the end goal of radio and some
military applicant particles [7]. Diverse
coding procedures likewise included with a
specific end goal to make information secure
and for effective transmission. Frequency
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was additionally expanded so as to reduce
Distinctive RF connects systems are utilized
the gadgets in wording o f reception
as a part of the field and recorded in table
apparatus length as length of radio wire is
1as beneath:
reliant on the frequency rate [8, 9].
Table 1: Radio Frequency Technologies
Networks

Technology
GSM
GPRS
CDMA

Connectivity

Mobile to mobile

WAN

Data rate

Range

10k-2.4Mb/s

Global

MAN

802.16
802.16a
802.16e

PC-HSWL
internet

268Mb/s

50 km

LAN

802.1b
802.1a
802.1g

PC-PC

11-54Mb/s

100 m

PAN

Bluetooth
UWB

Device to system 1-2Mb/s

2. OVERVIEW OF FSO AND RF SYSTEM
The FSO framework depends on the remote
connection between two remote units called
optical transmitter and beneficiary for one
way communication and optical handsets for
both side communication for the most part
utilized as a part of the field. The transmitter
is comprised of an optical source which
transmits light and a focal point that
coordinates this light flag into the
environment. The recipient is likewise
associated with focal point to detect
approaching information and steered
utilizing fiber optic link [10]. The information
heartbeats are transmitted from transmitter

10 m

as bars with tapered shape. The transmitter
laser side ought to be in viewable pathway
with the collector. ALL the link heads ought
to be in observable pathway for the fruitful
transmission. Fig. 1 demonstrates that the
transmitter is in line to locate the collector
and it is really the main necessity of effective
information transmission in free space
optical communication. In spite of the fact
that if the observable pathway is bothered
to the specific degree than flag information
could in any case be sent over the
connection yet for higher information rate
accomplishment and low mistake rate
viewable pathway is basic necessity.

Detector
Fig.1. Transmitter receiver alignment
As appeared in Fig. 2 that diverse
transmitters and beneficiaries are joined in
the system all transmitter and recipient are
in viewable pathway and in the wake of

accepting the information from one
beneficiary it could be transmitted to the
neighborhood organize either comprising of
fiber optic or some other systems
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administration media signs are passed on
from one nearby system to other utilizing
free space optical preparation. Underneath
specified square are indicating how
information is passed from one basic piece
of the framework to another and all these
real subsystems are combined in one unit to
make framework working. To start with the
information is balanced on the high
frequency motion with certain regulation
plan after that adjusted information is

passed on to the driver area which is
connected with the laser part creating laser
light as indicated by the information gave
after that flag is transmitted as laser from
transmitting optic. On the accepting side flag
is accumulated and same process happens
backward to take information out from the
tweaked flag. Different subsystems are
introduced in the unit to control diverse
parameters of such framework as course
etc.

Fig.2: Atmospheric Laser communication
3. PERFORMANCE COMPARISION OF FSO
AND RF
A. FSO Performance
To watch the execution of free space optical
framework it is to watch parcel of
parameters of pragmatic field. These
parameters are isolated into two
noteworthy areas one is the outer
parameter and the second one is interior
parameters of the framework. Inner
parameters are totally related with the
interior framework particulars which
incorporates the working frequency of the
framework, control utilized by the
framework, divergence and edge of
transmission. So also on the collector side
the capacity of focal point, its survey ability
and b it blunder rate [12]. Different
parameters are outside and not identified
with the framework. These parameters
incorporate the ecological parameters and
incorporate after parameters:

 Alignment
 Atmospheric attenuation
 Scintillation
 Window attenuation
Execution of free space optical framework is
reliant on the climate conditions if the
climate conditions are not clear and impact
perceive ability in the open condition than
the execution of framework would be
contrarily influenced. Run of the mill free
space optical framework can work 2-3 times
more prominent than the bare eye ability.
FSO frameworks transmit coordination limit
light emissions and for receiving these light
emissions and giving great execution
beneficiary must be precisely in adjustment
to the transmitter [13]. The beginning shaft
diameter of run of the mill FSO framework
begins with 5-8 cm and in the wake of going
through the field it goes up to 1-5 m over
the scope of 1km as appeared in Fig. 3.

 Weather condition
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Fig.3. Attenuation Vs Range
It is not thinkable that consistent structures
are in nonstop movement because of
specific components and can influence the
adjustment and resultantly the execution of
framework. These conditions are warm
extension and vibration. On the off chance
that the information rate is diminished the
scope of transmission could be expanded at
the specific piece mistake rate. Above
diagram demonstrate that if information
rate is diminished from 1250 - 100 Mb/s the
separation could be expanded around 30
meters with constriction of 200d B/km. Amid

the day time the power of light ceaselessly
changes and change in the light force
additionally influence the execution of free
FSO framework in a way that warm refract
particle of air changes entire this time that
influences collector affectability. Be that as it
may, at the scope of not as much as a km
these scintillate particle influences are less
unsafe to framework execution. The visibility
state of FSO framework as per climate
condition and separation are appeared in
Fig. 4.

Fig.4. Atmospheric loss Vs visibility
B. RF Performance
There are numerous dynamic parts of the
radio frequency framework execution.
Execution of RF shifts from framework to
framework. There are numerous framework
utilized as a part of the field like GSM,
Bluetooth, GPRS etc. Their execution is

reliant on the climate conditions and also on
the separation and furthermore on the
quantity of clients utilizing the framework.
The example of one of the framework is
broadband get to. In this framework the
channel data transmission is shared
between the quantities of clients. They
share the limit of channel and if the number
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of clients expanded the information rate
goes low and when the quantity of client’s
abatement in any purpose of time the entire
data transfer capacity is shared between the
clients utilizing the framework. Flag quality
of radio frequency communicate particle
framework is genuine quality of the
framework as radio waves ventures long
path for communication.
C. FSO Throughput
Free space optics innovation is turning into
the best approach to get to broadband.
Market is really hunting down the
innovation that could give them maximum
transmission capacity so the information
could be transmitted on the higher rates.

Free space optics is fundamentally the same
as the fiber optics regarding information
rate [14]. As the innovation chips away at a
similar rule of transmitter and recipient with
just contrast of way where information is
flown out from one indicate the other
sparing the cost of fiber optic as well as
competent to accomplish maximum
productivity. Throughput of any free space
optics frameworks is intensely reliant on the
climate conditions. On the off chance that
climate conditions are clear than with
legitimate establishment of preparation
maximum
throughput
could
be
accomplished.

Fig.5. Technologies Vs data rates
D. RF Throughput
Radio communication is the key innovation
of all time and is currently g paddling in each
field of life it is possible that it is
communicating or portable communication
etc. it could be part into various
classifications relying on the utilization and
information rate [15]. Likewise the getting
hardware is reliant on the information rate
that it could deal with. Bring down
information
rates
guarantee
better
affectability towards the beneficiary side

thus flag could be detected in the long
range. RF framework information rate is
subject to the data transfer capacity given to
the framework and connection removes. To
expand the information rate the band width
ought to be expanded and the separation
ought to be less. The scope of RF frequency
begins from 3 kHz to 300 GHz. Throughput
of RF versus FSO is characterized in the Fig. 6
and obviously demonstrates that inside the
300 meter run the information rate of FSO is
more than RF connect.
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Fig.6. through Vs range
E. FSO Limitations
FSO viewable pathway is awesome
confinement for information transmission.
So before installing particle of the gear site
review is done by the specific prerequisite
for viewable pathway. Climate conditions

create solid limitation particles on the
execution of free space optics. If there
should be an occurrence of overwhelming
wind and mist in the environment influences
the perceive ability and could diminish it
immensely low [16].

Fig.7. Attenuation of Laser Vs wavelength
F. RF Limitation
RF communicate particle is the most
renowned remote communicate particle
strategy utilized everywhere throughout the
world and as of now favored over the free
space optical communicate particle. Both
frameworks have their own particular
confinements. On the off chance that we
take optic communicate particle its transfer
speed is unregulated though RF framework
requires permitting in the majority of groups
for its operation. Preparation of free space
optics is less expensive than the RF

communication framework. RF framework
requires immense space to introduce the
preparation. Regarding separation and
information rate RF preparation requires
more power and space [17, 18]. Climate
condition impacts signs of both RF and free
space optical frameworks.
G. Frequency Band
In the mid 1980 the main operation
frequency band for the RF flagging and
information systems administration was
450M Hz. the band width was very lower
and bolsters just few kilo bits of information.
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This band of frequency was thought to be
thin band with restricted information rate.
After that spread range accompanied
improvement in the band of frequency
shape 902MHz to 5.85GHz. This band of
frequency allows marry the client to get
effective information transmission and
diminished impedance with other frequency
groups [13]. Client could accomplish the
information rate of very nearly 54Mb/s

inside the scope of just about 300 meters
with right around 0.1 watts of energy. In
optical communication wide band of
frequency is accessible for the communicate
particle and information rate could be
accomplished up to the GB it/s. The range
for FSO begins close to the obvious light and
it works in the scope of 550n m to 1500n m
wavelength. The frequency for this range
goes
in
THz.

Table 2: RF Vs FSO
Parameters

RF

FSO

Range

4 km

4 km

Capacity

Allowed

Not allowed

Data rate

100 Mb/s

10 Gb/s

Spectrum
range

2-6 GHz

0.8-1.5 T Hz

Power

2.31E-02 (J/Mb)

2.00E-03(J/Mb)

Output power 50 m Watt

5-500 m Watt

Power Loss

5.7 GHz 108db/km 5-15 db/km

Security

Low

High

Advantage

No line of sight

Unlicensed band

Limitation

Spectrum

Environment

Rather than previously mentioned scope of
radio frequency it additionally incorporates
the scope of frequency that is unlicensed
band of 2.4GHz. It fluctuates from nation to
nation as in some different nations scope of
315MHz is utilized as unlicensed band of
frequency. For unlicensed band the
transmission turns out to be more delicate
issue that it ought not irritate the
transmission of other non - authorized band
clients. So the clients are additionally

constrained by the power and affectability.
And furthermore their information rate is
kept in certain range for the transmission.
Permitted transmitted control as per the
tenets of FCC is only 1 Watt. A few other
European nations have permitted less power
than FCC allows marry. The classification of
such gadgets is 802. 11a. the information
rate and got control affectability is appeared
in Fig. 8.
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Fig.8. 802.11a Device data rate Vs received power

H. FSO Data Security
Free space optical innovation utilizes
distinctive balance systems to transmit
information in observable pathway. A few
scientists are doing examination to transmit
RF flag by means of free space optics
keeping in mind the end goal to guarantee
the security and reliability. What's more,
there has been gigantic increment in the
utilization of FSO innovation because of the
reason that every one of the bottlenecks of
information limit could be kept away from.
Fast web is one of the significant fields that
have improved the utilization of FSO
because of its practically boundless space. In
any case, this is no explanation behind any
framework to get achievement in the
market client is extremely hesitant to
receive the innovation that can't guarantee
his information security. The security level
of any framework include from bringing
down level to the larger amount of security.
So in planning the arrangement of FSO
security is kept up from physical layer to the
systems administration convention [19]. The
significant favorable position of free space
optics frameworks is that it doesn't include
any sort of broad casting which is its real
leverage over the radio frequency
broadcasting framework. So without being
the physical interference of any interloper it
is unrealistic to get the information going
through this innovation. The preparation is
conveyed over the level of encroaches like
vehicles and other deterrent so this esteem

guarantees the security of framework. Fowls
or some other interference can just
momentarily harm the flag yet at the same
time not extremely unsafe for the
framework.
I. RF Data Security
It is of the most widely recognized
enthusiasm of each communicate particle is
that information ought to stay secure from
being hacked. RF framework has expanded
the versatility and is ending up plainly more
prominent throughout the years. The
regular normal for remote communication is
communicating of information over the air
interface. Although the information is
legitimately encoded and scrambled so that
nobody can breakout the data put away in it
however the truth of the matter is that
information is transmitted towards all the
bearing and any recipient working and
identifying this frequency can get the flag
[11]. The example of this security breakout
is in versatile communication any one can
without much of a stretch track the area of
portable number by simply catching the
information which is his property. Any
obsolete information encryption strategy
can hurt the individual information security
of the framework.
Because of the security worries of
broadcasting and indicate point remote
communication diverse conventions are
produced and these conventions are for
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each layer of the frameworks. The tenets
are forced by the standard bodies and all
telecommunication particle and radio
frequency
transmitting
offices
will
undoubtedly take after these guidelines and
conventions. So the principles presented in
the RF field are specified beneath:


WEP



3DES



AES



EAP



FI

Yet after pixie eliminating these measures
some of these have been compromised in
the field. W ireless identical protection is the
sort of convention that utilizations propelled
coding strategies to encode the information.
It utilizes RC4 algorithm and now prohibited
in USA that its security has been ruptured.
This convention was produced for the
remote neighborhood. Also, now they
foundations have unmistakably given the
direction of making encryption plans of
remote neighborhood to be compliant with
FIPS 140-2. An unbreakable encryption plan
is 3DES yet stay in the utilization for short
interim of time. It is progressed into the new
frame as AES.
4. HYBRID RF/FSO SYST EM
Free space optical framework came as new
remote innovation to transmit information.
It is unquestionably replacement of fiber
optic innovation regarding its high data
transmission. Over the fiber optic innovation
it is efficient and could be fast ly sent in the
field. Another favorable position is cost that
is incorporated into the fiber optic

framework is additionally decreased by this
framework [20, 21]. RF innovation is
additionally extremely valuable regarding
long inaccessible communication particle
where no viewable pathway is accessible. In
some urban environment where there is
long removed building, and it is impractical
for FSO framework to be totally introduced
in the system is sponsored by the radio
frequency flagging. FSO link is irritated by
the mist in the climate conditions. The
framework is about unharmed with downpouring environment. RF links are vigorously
influenced by the rain so these two shared
conditions built up the necessity of
crossover framework. Half and half
framework engineering is comprised of
mostly three subsystems as takes after:


Laser Link
Switch

RF link
In ordinary circumstance information is
exchanged utilizing the laser communication
particle interface. The recipient measure the
information rate got after short interim of
time. At the point when the states of laser
link or optic connection becomes down over
a specific limit and information rate drops
from certain minimum level communication
link is moved from optic to radio frequency.
There is no utilization of presenting more
power in the arrangement of laser flagging
on the grounds that unforgiving natural
conditions dependably debase the flagging
[22-24]. For moving the framework from
laser or free space optics to radio frequency
is finished by the switch module that detects
the flagging condition and change over to
other connection. Presently after switch the
framework they got flag quality of RF link
additionally ceaselessly checked to again
move the framework from RF to FSO as
appeared in Fig. 9.
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Fig.9. Basic hybrid RF/FSO architecture
In the crossover framework it is the matter
of awesome worry that both individual
frameworks ought to work at a similar level
for the more prominent throughput and
higher proficiency. On the off chance that in
the framework free space optics is working
at 10 GHz and RF is just working at mega
hertz. At that point the combined
throughput would be constrained to the RF
framework. So both frameworks ought to
work at similar information rate for the half
and half framework to work effectively. To
meet the bearer class accessibility the
connection ought to be accessible for

around 99.999% of the time as appeared in
Fig. 10. FSO framework provides food all the
necessity of communicate particle condition
yet in just certain situations where long
separation and brutal climate prerequisites
have met it is RF that partakes into the
communicate
particle.
The
mixture
framework guarantees the transporter class
accessibility over the more drawn out
extents. In many tests cross breed RF and
FSO frameworks has been considered and
talked about for the maximum throughput
limit.

Fig.10. Hybrid system availability Vs link range
5. CONCLUSION
Free space innovation is new for the world
yet developing at the rap id pace for the
links that require higher information rate.
The significant advantage of the innovation
is non- obstruction with the RF connects so
both frameworks could be utilized
autonomously and in combination at certain
place to expand the productivity of any

framework. Crossover RF/FSO frameworks
are utilized many fields where the necessity
of climate conditions and separation are
adjusted for both of the innovations. In
these situations more prominent throughput
is accomplished by the option utilization of
both frameworks.
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